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Scoreboards

Using Match and Team Scoreboards with the STRONGVON Administration Software

1 Overview

The full version of the STRONGVON Administration Software (TSW) provides you 
with different scoreboards that can be used to display the live performance of your com-
petitors. The scoreboard can be used alone with a single TSW station, or in conjunction 
with multiple computers on a TSW Network.1 A scoreboard can be displayed on the 
same computer that is running TSW, or on an secondary monitor configured as an 
extension of the desktop.

The two types of scoreboards are:

• Match Scoreboard: Displays the status of an individual match with a countdown 
timer, competitor names, primary scores, secondary score, and penalty scores.

• Team Performance Scoreboard: Displays the overall performance of all teams 
within a group of brackets, broken down by team or academy name. This includes 
the tally of the number of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th places and the scores for each team. 
The teams are list in order of the total number of points, with the highest scoring 
team appearing at the top. You can create custom grouping of brackets and assign a 
separate team scoreboard for that group.2

2 Enabling Options

There are two options associated with scoreboards:

• TSW Scoreboard: To use the match scoreboard, you must enable this option. Once 
enabled on a tournament, this option allows you to use the match scoreboard for all 
matches on that tournament. This is an inexpensive alternative to purchasing exter-
nal electronic scoreboards for each match.

• TSW Team Scoreboard: No option is required to use the overall team scoreboard 
for all divisions. This option is needed only if you want to create custom team score-
boards for specific groupings of brackets. For example, enable this option if you 
want to create a team scoreboard to track separately the performance of the Adults 
and Kids divisions.

1. Using scoreboards on multiple networked computers requires the Networked TSW option and the Net-
worked Bracketing option enabled on your tournament.

2. The overall team score for all divisions is free to use. To enable custom grouping of brackets for separate 
team scoreboards, you must have the TSW Team Scoreboard option enabled for your tournament.
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To enable the either scoreboard options on an existing tournament:

1. Run the web version or run TSW and select the “Server” tab.

2. Click on the word “Tournaments” on the left side. This displays a list of your tourna-
ments on the right side.

3. Double click on the desired tournament on the right side, or click on the tournament 
once and then click on the “Edit” button at the bottom. This opens the “Update Tour-
nament” window.

4. Click on the “Cost” tab at the top of this window, and scroll down to the area called 
“Site Options”.

5. Click on the “Purchase Option(s)” button. This opens the “Purchase Site Option(s)” 
window (shown in Figure 1).

6. Enable the option for “TSW Scoreboard” or “TSW Team Scoreboard” as required, 
and then click on “Purchase”. This triggers your browser to open a a secured pay-
ment page associated with the payment for the selected options.

7. Enter your credit card details to complete the purchase. As soon as the purchase is 
complete the options are enabled on your tournament.

FIGURE 1. Purchasing Scoreboard Options
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3 Match Scoreboard

3.1 Live Scoreboard View

The Live Match Scoreboard view displays the progress of the current match. It was 
designed to be displayed on a large monitor for the referee, competitors, and spectators 
to view. It can display the competitor names, team names, the primary scores, the sec-
ondary scores, penalty scores, match number, mat number, division, match timer, event 
banner, and team logos. There are currently 3 different match scoreboard schemes avail-
able.

To select the Scoreboard Scheme used for projection to an external monitor:

1. Right mouse click on the empty winner’s node of a match with 2 competitors.

2. Select the desired Scoreboard Scheme to project.

Read Section 3.8 for details on how to manipulate the scores and timer on the match 
scoreboard.

3.1.1 SCOREBOARD 1 SCHEME

Scoreboard 1 has limited information, but the font is larger than the other schemes. It 
displays the competitor names, primary scores, secondary scores, penalty scores, and 
match banner. It can also display an event banner and team logos for each competitor, if 
configured to do so. Figure 2 shows an example of what Scoreboard 1 scheme is pro-
jected during a live match. 

FIGURE 2. Scoreboard 1 Scheme
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3.1.2 SCOREBOARD 2 SCHEME

In addition to the competitor names, primary scores, secondary scores, penalty scores, 
and match timer, Scoreboard 2 also displays the team names, and division. It can also 
display an event banner and team logos for each competitor, if configured to do so. 
Match number and match numbers will also displayed if they exist. Figure 3 shows an 
example of what Scoreboard 2 scheme is projected during a live match. 

FIGURE 3. Scoreboard 2 Scheme

3.1.3 SCOREBOARD 3 SCHEME

In addition to the name, primary score, penalty, and match timer, Scoreboard 3 also dis-
plays the team name, and division. It can also display an event banner and team logos 
for each competitor, if configured to do so. Match number and match numbers will also 
displayed if they exist. Figure 4 shows an example of what Scoreboard 3 scheme is pro-
jected during a live match. 

3.2 Score Keeper View

The Score Keeper View is what the software administrator sees on the primary screen 
when he launches the Match Scoreboard for a match. It is a mirror image of the pro-
jected display and is launched automatically when you launch the match scoreboard. 
The purpose of this view is for the scorekeeper to see what’s being projected on the 
external display while he is manipulating the scores and timer. When the scorekeeper is 
ready to select the winner, he simply closes the Score Keeper View and he will be 
prompted to record the winner.

The Score Keeper View can be resized, and its size is remembered for the next time the 
admin calls up the Score Keeper View. To resize the Score Keeper View window, click 
and drag the edges of the window. This size resets each time the TSW is restarted on the 
client.



FIGURE 4. Scoreboard 3 Scheme
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3.3 Adding Banner to Match Scoreboard

The optional banner can appear in any of the scoreboard schemes. To add a custom ban-
ner to the match scoreboard, put the banner’s file name and location into the configura-
tion file “scoreboard.prop”. The configuration file is case sensitive.

The format of the configuration for the banner is:

main_banner=myeventbanner.jpg

The file location must be a embedded into the filename, and relative to the TSW folder 
within the User’s directory. For example, if the banner resides subfolder called “images” 
within the TSW directory, then the configuration line of “scoreboard.prop” should look 
like this:

main_banner=images\myeventbanner.jpg

If the banner resides one folder up from the TSW directory, then the configuration line 
of “scoreboard.prop” should look like this:

main_banner=..\myeventbanner.jpg

The configuration file “scoreboard.prop” is a text file that must reside in the root TSW 
directory. Obtain this file from STRONGVON Technical Support if this file was not 
installed when you installed TSW.

The recommended file size of the banner should be around 50 KB. See Section 3.5 to 
help you determine the best size and aspect ratios of the banner.
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3.4 Adding Team Logos to Match Scoreboard

In addition to the optional banner that can appear at the top of any of the scoreboard 
schemes, you can display the competitors team logos to the right and left of the banner, 
just above to the competitor names. To add a team logo to the match scoreboard when 
someone from that team is on the match scoreboard, put the team logo file name and 
location into the configuration file “scoreboard.prop”. The configuration file “score-
board.prop” specifies which team name belongs to which logo image file. The configu-
ration file is case sensitive.

The format of the configuration for a team logo is:

Terrific BJJ=terrificbjjlogo.jpg

For computers where you plan to display the match scoreboard, load the logo image 
files that will fit into the top corners of the match scoreboard. The logo image files are 
stretched to the aspect ratio allowed for it. If the image file is specified for a team in 
"scoreboard.prop", but is missing from the specified file location, then a missing "X" 
icon will appear where the logo should go.

The file location must be a embedded into the filename, and relative to the TSW folder 
within the User’s directory. For example, if the logo resides subfolder called “logos” 
within the TSW directory, then the configuration line of “scoreboard.prop” should look 
like this:

Terrific BJJ=logos\terrificbjjlogo.jpg

If the logo resides one folder up from the TSW directory, then the configuration line of 
“scoreboard.prop” should look like this:

Terrific BJJ=..\logos\terrificbjjlogo.jpg

The configuration file “scoreboard.prop” is a text file that must reside in the root TSW 
directory. Obtain this file from STRONGVON Technical Support if this file was not 
installed when you installed TSW.

The recommended file size of the team logos should be around 30 KB. See Section 3.5 
to help you determine the best size and aspect ratios of the team logos.

3.5 Aspect Ratios for Banner and Logos

Figure 5 shows the aspect ratios used for the banner and team logos, relative to the 
entire width and height of the match scoreboard display.

3.5.1 Banner

The banner appears at the very top of center of the match scoreboard. The recommended 
file size of the banner should be around 50 KB. When creating your banner file, ensure 
that the aspect ratio of the banner fits 60% of the display width and 20% of the display 
height.
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3.5.2 Team Logos

Two team logos appear at the very top of the match scoreboard, one on each side of the 
banner. The logo that appears on the left of the banner represents the team for the com-
petitor name on the left side of the match scoreboard. The logo that appears on the right 
side of the banner represents the team for the competitor name on the right side of the 
match scoreboard.

The recommended file sizes of each team logo should be around 30 KB. When creating 
team logo files, ensure that the aspect ratio of each team logo fits 20% of the screen 
width and 20% of the screen height.

FIGURE 5. Aspect Ratios for Banner and Logos of Match Scoreboard

3.6 Setting Timer Values

You can set the timer value for the match scoreboards for each bracket. This requires 
access to the Brackets tab of TSW.3 The values for the timers is saved only locally on 
your computer. This information is not saved on the central server when you synchro-
nize, so you must remember to set the timer values if you change computers before run-
ning the match scoreboards at your tournament.

To set the timer values for the match scoreboards:

1. Access the Brackets tab from the top of TSW, and right mouse click on the words 
“Division Tree” in the upper left of the Brackets tab, as shown in Figure 6.

2. This opens the Scoreboard Timer window shown in Figure 7. This Scoreboard Timer 
window displays a list of all the brackets that have competitors. Each line represents 
one bracket and the associated timer value for the scoreboard if each match in that 
bracket.The brackets that do not have any competitors are not listed here, so if you 
do not have any competitors registered in your event, then this list will not display 
any brackets.

3. If you are running Networked Brackets, setting default times must be done on Master station.



FIGURE 6. Accessing Configuration of Default Scoreboard Timers
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3. If there is a bracket listed here, double click on the timer value in the right column of 
each line. This changes the timer value of the scoreboard for each match on that 
bracket.

4. Double click on the top most timer value, which is labeled “Default”. Change the 
value of this field to the default value for each new bracket that later becomes popu-
lated with at least one competitor. When a bracket is populated with at least one 
competitor, it will use the “Default” timer value until you change its timer value in 
this window.

5. Click on “Save” to save the new timer values.

Remember that you cannot assign a specific timer value for matches of a bracket until 
that bracket has at least one competitor. If a bracket has no competitor when you config-
ure the Scoreboard Timer window, but is later populated with at least one competitor, 
the timer value used for all matches of that bracket will be the “Default” timer. To spec-
ify the timer value for all matches of that bracket, you must return to the Scoreboard 
Timer window where the newly-populated bracket will appear.

3.7 Launching Match Scoreboard

To display the match scoreboard for a specific match:

1. Enable the TSW Scoreboard option on your tournament as described in Section 2.

2. Run TSW and load your tournament.



FIGURE 7. Scoreboard Timers Window
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3. Access the “Brackets” tab.

4. View the bracket containing the match, and click on the node that will contain the 
match winner.

5. Right mouse click on the match winner’s node.

6. Select the desired scoreboard scheme to display as shown in Figure 8. See 
Section 3.1 for a description of each available scoreboard scheme.

FIGURE 8. Select Scoreboard Scheme

7. If you have not yet configured the Scoreboard Timers window on this local com-
puter (as described in Section 3.6), then you will be prompted to enter in the match 
duration. If this is the case, enter the timer value for the match, and click “Ok”.

8. Select the competitor name that you want to appear on the left side of the match 
scoreboard, as shown in Figure 9.

9. If this is the first time you’ve run a match scoreboard after starting TSW on this 
computer, you will be prompted to select the monitor that will display the full score-
board. Select Monitor 1 if you wish to display the match scoreboard on the external 
monitor. Monitor 0 is the primary monitor. If you do not have an external monitor, 



FIGURE 9. Select Competitor Name for Left Side
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you will not be prompted to select the monitor, and the projected scoreboard will 
take up the entire monitor and cover the administration software.

3.8 Manipulating Scores and Timer with Hot Keys

Real time control for the scores and timer of a match scoreboard is available from keys 
on your computer’s keyboard, which are called hot keys. The assignment of hot keys is 
listed in Figure 10 and pointed out on the QWERTY keyboard in Figure 11.      



FIGURE 10. Hot Key Assignment of Match Scoreboard

Hold down Press Side Function

spacebar Starts/Stops Timer (Toggles)

Ctrl spacebar Deducts 1 second to timer

Shift spacebar Adds 1 second to timer

Ctrl V Deducts 10 seconds to timer

Shift V Adds 10 seconds to timer

Z Left Adds 1 point to Primary Score

Ctrl Z Left Deducts 1 point from Primary Score

M Right Adds 1 point to Primary Score

Ctrl M Right Deducts 1 point from Primary Score

Q Left Adds 1 point to Secondary Score

Ctrl Q Left Deducts 1 point from Secondary Score

P Right Adds 1 point to Secondary Score

Ctrl P Right Deducts 1 point from Secondary Score

A Left Adds 1 point to Penalty Score.0

Ctrl A Left Deducts 1 point from Penalty Score

L Right Adds 1 point to Penalty Score

Ctrl L Right Deducts 1 point from Penalty Score

ESC Closes Match Scoreboard and opens “Select Winner” window

FIGURE 11. Keyboard Assignment for Hot Keys of Match Scoreboard
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3.9 Manipulating Scores and Timer with Mouse Control

In addition to the Hot Key control of the match scoreboard, you may use left mouse 
clicks to manipulate the scores and timer. Figure 12 shows where clicks can control dif-
ferent aspects of the scoreboard. You can obtain mouse control from either the projected 
scoreboard or on the Score Keeper View. It is less obstructive to the projected match 
scoreboard if you perform mouse control on the Score Keeper View.

• Scores: Click once on a score to advance the score by one, and double click on the 
score to deduct the score by one.

• Timer: Click once on any digit of the timer to advance by one second, and double 
click on any digit of the timer to deduct by once second. There is no advance or 
deduction by 10 seconds using mouse control. Click once on the colon of the timer 
to toggle the start and stop of the timer.

• Close Match Scoreboard: Click on the X at the top right corner of the Scorekeeper 
View to close the Match Scoreboard and select the winner.

FIGURE 12. Mouse Control of Match Scoreboard
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3.10 After the Match Ends

After the match ends, freeze the timer for everyone to see the final score and time. Then 
close the match scoreboard (press ESC key or click on X in upper right corner of Score 
Keeper View) and select the winner and add notes regarding the match.

If the match ends before the timer runs down to zero, freeze the timer by either pressing 
spacebar or clicking once on the colon of the timer. If the match ends because the timer 
runs down to zero, the computer will play a buzzer sound and the scoreboard will auto-
matically freeze so everyone can see the final score.

3.10.1 After Saving Winner and Notes

The final score and duration of the match is automatically recorded in the notes for the 
match. After you save the winner and notes, you will return to the normal bracket view 
where you can browse for another match. Repeat instructions from Section 3.7 to launch 
the match scoreboard of the next match.

3.10.2 Match Numbers Are Assigned

If you have assigned mat and match numbers on your tournament, upon selecting the 
winner, the software will automatically ask you if you would like to continue to the next 
match in sequence on the same mat, as shown in Figure 13. If you click on “Continue” 
the software automatically moves the Current Bracket View to the next match number 
and launches the match scoreboard for that match. If you click on “Cancel”, you return 
to the normal operation of the software where you can manually browse for another 
match. 

FIGURE 13. Prompt for viewing next match
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4 Team Performance Scoreboard

4.1 Live Team Scoreboard View

The Live Team Scoreboard view displays a running tally of all the points scored for the 
tournament. It was designed to be displayed on a large monitor for the spectators to 
view. It displays the top 10 teams for the selected specific team scoreboard. If you do 
not have the Team Scoreboard option, then you can only display the overall team score-
board for all categories. Figure 14 shows an example of what this display would look 
like during tournament.

FIGURE 14. Live Team Scoreboard View

You do not have to use the Live Team Scoreboard view to generate a report of team 
scores for all teams. Read Section 4.11 for details on generating the report for all teams.

4.2 Adding Banner to Team Scoreboard

To add a custom banner to the bottom of the Team Scoreboard, put the banner’s file 
name and location into the configuration file “scoreboard.prop”. The configuration file 
is case sensitive.

The format of the configuration for the banner is:

main_banner_team_scoreboard=myeventbanner.jpg

The file location must be a embedded into the filename, and relative to the TSW folder 
within the User’s directory. For example, if the banner resides subfolder called “images” 
within the TSW directory, then the configuration line of “scoreboard.prop” should look 
like this:

main_banner_team_scoreboard=images\myeventbanner.jpg

If the banner resides one folder up from the TSW directory, then the configuration line 
of “scoreboard.prop” should look like this:

main_banner_team_scoreboard=..\myeventbanner.jpg
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The configuration file “scoreboard.prop” is a text file that must reside in the root TSW 
directory. Obtain this file from STRONGVON Technical Support if this file was not 
installed when you installed TSW.

The recommended file size of the banner should be around 50 KB. The aspect ratio of 
the area for this banner is 100% of the width and 20% of the height on the display.

4.3 Adding Team Logos to Team Scoreboard

In addition to the optional banner that can appear at the bottom of the team scoreboard, 
you can display the competitors team logos to the left of the team names. To add a team 
logo to the team scoreboard, put the team logo file name and location into the configura-
tion file “scoreboard.prop”. The configuration file “scoreboard.prop” specifies which 
team name belongs to which logo image file. The configuration file is case sensitive.

The format of the configuration of a team logo is:

Circle BJJ=circlebjjlogo.jpg

For computers where you plan to display the team scoreboard, load the logo image files 
that will fit into the top corners of the team scoreboard. The logo image files are 
stretched to the aspect ratio allowed for it. If the image file is specified for a team in 
"scoreboard.prop", but is missing from the specified file location, then a missing "X" 
icon will appear where the logo should go.

The file location must be a embedded into the filename, and relative to the TSW folder 
within the User’s directory. For example, if the logo resides subfolder called “logos” 
within the TSW directory, then the configuration line of “scoreboard.prop” should look 
like this:

Circle BJJ=logos\circlebjjlogo.jpg

If the logo resides one folder up from the TSW directory, then the configuration line of 
“scoreboard.prop” should look like this:

Circle BJJ=..\logos\circlebjjlogo.jpg

The configuration file “scoreboard.prop” is a text file that must reside in the root TSW 
directory. Obtain this file from STRONGVON Technical Support if this file was not 
installed when you installed TSW.

The recommended file size of the team logos should be less than 10 KB, and should be 
limited to 53x53 pixels. Logos any larger than that may distort the view of the team 
scoreboard.

4.4 Setting up the Default Points for Bracket Winners

To configure the default points awarded to the teams for each 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
places:
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1. Run the full version of the administration software (TSW), and click on the “Brack-
ets” tab to view the Division Tree. If you are using the Networked Bracketing 
option, do this only on the Master station.

2. Right mouse click on the words “Division Tree” at the top of the Division Tree, and 
select “Team Point Setting” from the popup menu (as shown in Figure 15).

3. Assign the number of team points awarded for each first, second, third, and fourth 
place winners (as shown in Figure 16). If there is no fourth place winner and you 
accommodate two third place winners, set the points for “Fourth Placed” to be 
exactly the same as the value in “Third Placed”. The points assigned in this window 
are assigned to each bracket by default. You can override this point assignment for 
each individual brackets at a later time.

FIGURE 15. Accessing Team Point Settings on Master

    

FIGURE 16. Configuring Team Point Settings

4.5 Override Points for Specific Brackets

If you have specific brackets that should have its own weight of points, you can set the 
points for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th places separately from the default points assigned. For 
example, if female brackets are not weighted the same because there are not as many 
competitors, you would want to assign lower points for each female bracket.
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4.5.1 Configuring Override Points

To configure the override points for a specific bracket:

1. View the specific bracket that you wish to assign override points on the Brackets tab.

2. Right mouse click on the bracket from the Division Tree on the left. This displays a 
popup menu, as shown in Figure 17.

3. Select “Team Point Setting” from the popup menu.

4. Configure the override points for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th places. Remember to set the 
points for 3rd and 4th places to be the same if you accommodate two third places.

5. Click on Save to save your changes.

FIGURE 17. Configuring Override Team Points for Specific Bracket

4.5.2 Remove All Override Points

If you copy a tournament, the team points configuration, including overrides for specific 
brackets is copied too. Thus you will want to remove all overrides for the new tourna-
ment at once, without having to look the team point bracket setting for each individual 
bracket. After removing all the overrides, you can set individual bracket overrides 
again.

To remove all overrides of points on all brackets at once:
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1. Run the full version of the administration software (TSW), and click on the “Brack-
ets” tab to view the Division Tree. If you are using the Networked Bracketing 
option, do this only on the Master station.

2. Right mouse click on the words “Division Tree” at the top of the Division Tree, and 
select “Reset Team Point Setting” from the popup menu (as shown in Figure 18).

FIGURE 18. Removing All Overrides of Team Points At Once

4.6 Creating Custom Team Scoreboards

The “Overall” team scoreboard tallies the total number of points for each team for all 
brackets. You can also create custom team scoreboards that tally a specific set of brack-
ets if you have the TSW Team Scoreboards option enabled for your tournament.

To create a custom Team Scoreboard:

1. Enable the TSW Team Scoreboards option on your tournament as described in 
Section 2.

1. Run TSW and load your tournament.

2. Access the “Brackets” tab.

3. Right mouse click on the Division Tree and select “Custom Team Point Scoreboard” 
from the popup menu as shown in Figure 19. This opens the “Custom Scoreboard” 
window.      .     

4. Right mouse click in the Scoreboard name area (under “All Categories”), and select 
“Add” as shown in Figure 20.

5. Enter a name for your custom scoreboard and click “Ok”. The title of your new 
scoreboard should appear in the list of available scoreboards.

6. Click on the title of the new scoreboard.



FIGURE 19. Accessing Custom Scoreboard Settings

FIGURE 20. Custom Scoreboard Window
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FIGURE 21. Selecting Brackets for Custom Scoreboard
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7. Left click somewhere in the area marked “Division(s)”. This opens a selection win-
dow for the brackets that will be tallied in this custom scoreboard. Only brackets that 
have competitors will appear in the list to select from.

8. Make your selection of brackets for this scoreboard and click on “Ok”.

9. Repeat steps 3 to 6 for each custom scoreboard you want.

4.7 Displaying Team Performance Scoreboard

You can display a team performance scoreboard on any computer running the adminis-
tration software. If you are running the Networked Brackets option, you can display a 
any team scoreboard on any station within the TSW Network.

To display a team scoreboard on a station running TSW:

1. Configure the default assignment of team points as instructed in Section 4.4.

2. Right mouse click on “Division Tree” again, and select “Team Point LiveMode” 
from the popup menu. This opens the Team Scoreboard Settings window (as shown 
in Figure 22).

FIGURE 22. Selecting Display Monitor for Team Scoreboard

3. Select the monitor to display the team scoreboard. If you have an external monitor 
that extends the desktop, select “Monitor 1”.
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4. Select the team scoreboard (grouping of divisions). For example, if you defined a 
custom team scoreboard called “KIDS” (as instructed in Section 4.6), you select 
“KIDS” from the pull down menu to display it. If you have not defined any custom 
team scoreboards, or you did not purchase the Custom Team Scoreboard option, you 
will only see “All Categories” in the pull down menu.

5. In the “Number of Teams” field, enter the number of top teams you wish to display. 
For example, if you want to display the top 10 teams for the team scoreboard, enter a 
value of “10”.

6. If you have purchased the Custom Team Scoreboard option and you wish to have the 
display rotate among all the custom team scoreboards, the enter a value of seconds in 
the “Rotate Timer” field. For example, if you have defined two custom scoreboards, 
one called “ADULTS” and one called “KIDS”, enter a value of 5 if you wish to 
alternate between the “ADULTS” and “KIDS” team scoreboards every 5 seconds.

7. Select the display option for the 3rd and 4th places. Select “Display both” if you 
track both 3rd and 4th places, and wish to display the counts of both. Select “3rd 
place only” if you track both 3rd and 4th places, but you wish to display only 3rd 
place. Select “Consolidate 3rd and 4th” only if you do not track 3rd and 4th and you 
want the counts from both positions to be added together under the 3rd place col-
umn.

8. Click on “Ok” button on the “Team Scoreboard Settings” window to launch the dis-
play. If you specified and external monitor, the team scoreboard appears on the 
external monitor connected to the station. If none of the brackets are completed, then 
there should be no team scores tallied.

4.8 Changing Team Scoreboard

To change the monitor in which you display the live team scoreboard:

1. Close the current team scoreboard being displayed by pressing the ESC key.

2. Repeat the instructions in Section 4.7.

4.9 Closing the Team Scoreboard

Even when you are projecting a team scoreboard, you can continue to operate as normal 
on the administration software while the team scoreboard continues to update. When 
you wish to close the projected team scoreboard, press the ESC key. Ensure that admin 
software is under the computer focus before pressing ESC.

You can also stop projecting a team scoreboard by exiting the administration software. 
When you re-run the software, the team scoreboard will not display.

4.10 Overriding Bracket Winners

TSW automatically calculates the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th places based on the match win-
ners you select. TSW requires that the placement table is complete before it will tally 
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the team points for that bracket. However, if TSW calculates an undesired placement, 
you can override the placement table so that the team point tallies are correctly made.

4.10.1 Disqualified Placement

In some cases, you do not want a bracket to count 2nd, 3rd, or 4th places because the 
competitor who would have been put in that position had been disqualified. For exam-
ple, in a three person bracket, the person calculated for third place might be disqualified 
for not showing up. TSW would automatically calculate the third person as taking third 
place, but you do not want the third place to count in this bracket.

To ensure that a placement does not count for team points:

1. Click on the position on the placement table that you do not want to count.

2. Right mouse click to open the popup menu (as shown in Figure 23).

3. Select “No Placement” from the popup menu. This replaces the disqualified person 
with the phrase “NO PLACEMENT”.

FIGURE 23. Selecting No Placement

4.10.2 Replacement Winner

In some cases, you want to replace the calculated bracket winner with another competi-
tor. For example, in an 8 person bracket, the person who would have placed third had 
been disqualified so the person who placed fourth should take third, and the person who 
placed fifth should take fourth.
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To replace the competitors for positions in the placement table:

1. For each position you want to change, double click on the position on the placement 
table and select “Clear”. Alternatively, right mouse on that position and select “Clear 
from node” on the popup menu.

2. For each empty position on the placement table that you need to complete, double 
click on the empty position and select the appropriate competitor for that position.

Once the placement table is complete, then 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th places for the bracket 
will be tallied in each team scoreboard where the bracket is included.

4.11 Exporting Team Scoreboard

You can extract data from a team scoreboard at any time. Data that is extracted is the 
full team list, not just the top teams displayed on the projected team scoreboard. You can 
either extract the team scoreboard into a web page, or into a tab-delimited text file. You 
must use the full version of the administration software (TSW) to extract data from the 
team scoreboard.

4.11.1 Publishing a Web Page

Publishing a team scoreboard to a web page allows you to quickly view the points for all 
teams using a web browser. If you are logged into the server, you can even publish the 
web page onto the tournament’s registration site on the STRONGVON server.

To publish a team scoreboard to a web page:

1. Click on the Publish button at the top of the software. This opens the “Publish 
Options” window as shown in Figure 24.

FIGURE 24. Publish Team Scoreboard
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2. Select “Summary of Schools”.

3. Click on “View”. The opens a selection window for the format of the output.

4. Select “Web Page” as the output.

5. If you want to consolidate the counts for 3rd and 4th placements, enable the check-
box “Consolidate 3rd and 4th placements”. Do this only if you accommodate ties for 
third place. In this case, ensure that you have assigned the exact same number of 
points for 3rd and 4th places.

6. Click “Ok”.

7. Select the team scoreboard for which you want in the output, as shown in Figure 25. 
If you do not have the TSW Team Scoreboard option, then you can only select the 
“All Categories.” which contains the tallies of all brackets.

FIGURE 25. Selecting a Team Scoreboard for Export

8. Click “Ok” to generate the web page.

The software will generate an HTML file that displays a table with all the teams for that 
specific team scoreboard. This table contains:

• the total counts of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th places for each team

• the total number of points for each team

The software will also automatically trigger the opening of your default web browser to 
display the web page. If you are logged into the server, the web page will reside on the 
STRONGVON server at the event’s registration website. If you are not logged into the 
server, then the web page will be saved to the TSW directory of your user directory on 
your local computer (for example, “C:\users\John\TSW\”).

4.11.2 Exporting to Text File

Exporting a team scoreboard to a tab-delimited text file allows you to import the data 
into a spreadsheet or other software. The resulting export file will be saved to the TSW 
directory of your user directory on your local computer (for example, 
“C:\users\John\TSW\”).

To export a team scoreboard to a tab-delimited text file:
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1. Click on the Publish button at the top of the software. This opens the “Publish 
Options” window as shown in Figure 24.

2. Select “Summary of Schools”.

3. Click on “View”. The opens a selection window for the format of the output.

4. Select “Tab Delimited Text File” as the output, as shown in Figure 26.

FIGURE 26. Selecting Export File for Team Scoreboard

5. If you want to consolidate the counts for 3rd and 4th placements, enable the check-
box “Consolidate 3rd and 4th placements”. Do this only if you do accommodate ties 
for third place. In this case, ensure that you have assigned the exact same number of 
points for 3rd and 4th places.

6. Click “Ok”.

7. Select the team scoreboard for which you want in the output. If you do not have the 
Team Scoreboard option, then you can only select the “All Categories” which has all 
brackets in the tournament.

8. Click “Ok” to generate the text file.

9. Enter the name of the resulting text file. Ensure that you assign a file name where the 
file extension is “txt” (for example, “adult_winners.txt”.

The software will generate an tab delimited text file that displays a table with all the 
teams for that specific team scoreboard. This table contains:

• the total counts of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th places for each team

• the total number of points for each team
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